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Concat AG at conhIT 2018
with partners n-design, Net-Design, and Identos

Bensheim, April 16, 2018 – Concat AG along with partners n-design, Net-Design, and Identos, have a booth (hall 1.2, booth C-111) at the conhIT 2018 tradeshow in Berlin, April 17-19. Demos include; a full package for connecting medical practices to the telematics infrastructure (TI), connector hosting instead of own operation, and a GDPR-compliant hub app for mobile hospital services.

Concat AG is one of only a handful of companies in Germany with a consistent supply chain to equip doctors with a full telematics package. Approximately 100 certified IT partners, professional end user-related service providers, and PED were trained and certified by Concat and can connect practices to the TI throughout Germany. As a full-service systems integrator, Concat offers the certified components required for this from a single source – KoCoBox MED+ connector and card-reader units by Ingenico and/or Cherry – and the VPN access. Concat’s technical team in Rhineland-Palatinate provides the complete support needed.

The connector hosting topic premieres this year at conhIT in a simulated environment. Hospitals’ IT heads can learn firsthand how operating the connector gets outsourced to a highly-secured data center.

Also presented for the first time is the new hub app developed by the partner Identos. It is GDPR-compliant, due to its internal cryptography procedures which address clinics who would like to forge ahead with digitalization toward “mobile first.” Existing clinic apps can also get integrated under the umbrella of this application. The possibilities range from secure messaging (instead of WhatsApp), with strong encryption for communication between doctors, both internally or externally, as well as with nursing staff and patients, right up to appointment processing with targeted push notifications. The use ensues by PIN, following prior verified identification.

The long-standing partner n-design demonstrates the crypto engine n-sign. This modular software system contains all necessary features for signature, encryption, and authentication as required for the telematics infrastructure. This way, security-critical workflows can be realized rapidly and reliably by the highest security standards. The component for a qualified signature (QES) is in the design for the European eIDAS signature.

For secure, innovative technologies in the healthcare industry, visit the Concat AG booth at #conhIT 2018 in Berlin.

About Concat:
Concat AG, established in 1990 and headquartered in Bensheim with 12 regional offices across Germany, is well-positioned providing a diversified portfolio of infrastructure IT, managed services & support, and cloud solutions. Concat's skilled teams deliver customized offerings including virtualization, storage, networking, and data security to help clients achieve compliance, efficiency, growth and industry transformation. Concat GmbH, a subsidiary, operates secure infrastructures in German data centres certified by ISO 9001 and 27001. Concat has been a part of Meridian Group International Inc., since 2006. Discover more at www.concat.de

About Meridian Group International (59)
Meridian Group International, privately owned and headquartered in Deerfield, IL is a highly-regarded professional organization with over 770 employees providing equipment leasing across all asset types and global IT solutions, services, and support. Customer-driven, vendor-neutral, and results focused, Meridian Group has extensive knowledge and reputation for helping businesses innovate and grow while managing costs. For more information, visit www.onlinemeridian.com
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